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.COME BACK HOME

THE BG NEWS

Howards Club H hosted
Hawthorne Heights
Tuesday night for
an acoustic
concert.
See photos

on CITY,

'
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Alumnus runs to represent Wood County in new
By Ty l.r Buchanan
Reporter

TIM BROWN
Republican

On the fifth floor of the
Courthouse office building,
Tim Brown and fellow Wood
County Commissioners gather
for their morning meetings.
The north wall of the room
is all windows, as an elementary school hides amongst the

candidate for
State House of
Representatives

trees in the foreground and the
University rests on the horizon.
A small flip calendar sits

on the meeting table in front
of him, already opened to
November 2012. Ohioans will
go to the polls that month,
with Brown as the Republican
candidate for State House of
Representatives' newly-drawn
3rd District.
Appointed as a county commissioner in 1997, Brown was
re-elected in 1998 and every

subsequent four years after. His
current term runs until 2014.
Brown's decision to run for
the Ohio House was largely a
result of the state's ongoing political game of musical chairs.
The 2010 census produced a
complete congressional redistricting, with Wood County
moving from the 6th District

to the 3rd. The county's incumbent Rep. Randy Gardner is not
seeking re-election. What was
previously the 3rd District is
now in eastern Ohio's Wayne
County as the state's 1st
District, where incumbent Ron
Amstutz will run for re-election
See BROWN | Page 2

EYE OF THE TIGER
Greenpeace brings Operation Tiger to University;
students join nationwide effort for only recycled paper on campuses
By Molly McNamara
Reporter

PHOTO PKOVIWDIV JOSH CHAMBERUND

CHRISTINE WEHR. sophomore poses as a Sumatran orangutan as pan of Operation Tiger The
orangutan is one of the animals whose habitat in Indonesia is threatened by Asia Pulp & Paper.

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Officials discuss
opportunities of new
crime lab on campus
President Mary Ellen Mazey and Ohio
Attorney General Mike DeWine spoke about
a future crime lab at the University at a press
conference Tuesday.
DeWine asked for approximately $119
million, which Governor John Kasich recently
signed off on. to build the new facility on
campus
"This lab will make Bowling Green a
premiere institution in the area," DeWine
said during the conference.
While the location for the new lab is still
being determined, it will replace the old
crime lab on campus that DeWine said has
become to small to continue using.
DeWine also spoke about the necessity
for the new lab in terms of an increased
demand for DNA testing and other forensics.
"Whatever they do on CSI. we do it
better," DeWine said. "Just not always in

under an hour."
DeWine also spoke about how students
will become even more of a vital part of the
new lab.

In the once thriving and diverse
rainforests of Indonesia, less than
400 Sumatran tigers remain in their
natural habitat.
A new student organization has
taken action to stop this number
from declining, one signature at
a time.
This past semester, freshman losh
Chamberland started Operation
Tiger at the University, a campaign
that came from Greenpeace, a
worldwide direct-action environmental organization.
Chamberland said he has
always had a passion for environmental issues and after taking an environmental course his
senior year of high school he
wanted to use this passion to
make an impact.
Operation Tiger was the answer.
The campaign targets Asia Pulp

& Paper, a paper company based
out of Indonesia that manufactures pulp and paper products,
typically tissues and toilet paper,
he said.
"The problem is, to do this,
they're chopping down rainforests
and destroying homes for animals
like the Sumatran tiger and orangutan," said Chamberland. "Because
of this deforestation going on,
Indonesia is actually considered the
third largest greenhouse gas emitter after United States and China."
Greenpeace recently ran a yearlong investigation of APP, in which
the organization found tree species
from the Indonesian rainforests
waiting to be manufactured into
paper products and sold to corporations.
Chamberland began recruiting students to join this campaign
by asking friends and seeking out
students already in environmental

groups at the University, he said.
He now has a group of about 12
students who help out consistently.
"I actually saw Josh in the lobby
of my dorm wearing a Greenpeace
T-shirt; I love Greenpeace so we
got to talking and he told me about
the group," freshman Tyler Reed
said. "That was my first month at
school here and I've been a part of
it ever since."
The group's main goal is to get
the University to switch to 100
percent post-consumer recycled
paper to ensure it will never support any corporations like APP
that make revenues from chopping
down rainforests, Chamberland
said. Though the University
doesn't purchase its paper directly
from APP, switching to 100 percent
recycled paper takes away the risk
SeeTI«R|Page5

SECRETS ON DISPLAY

"What we know will work is the
integration of students." DeWine said.
"They'll literally be able to walk right to it."
Like DeWine, Mazey said she is also
looking forward to the opportunities the
new lab will bring to the University and its
students.

Undergraduate Student
Government elections to
conclude Thursday
Students can currently vote online for
their next senators, president and vice
president of Undergraduate Student
Government.
Elections will occur online until noon Thursday
Voting is anonymous, but students
interested in voting must provide their ID
number to verify they are enrolled.
A link to the vote is located on the
scrolling banner of the University's website.
as well as the Current Students page

AIYSSA GANNON I THEBGNCWS

ABBOTT SKELDING. senior, takes some time out of his day to look at the secrets posted in the Falcon's Nest in the Union The Resident Student
Association hosted the event bringing the idea of the nationally known website PostSectet to the University RSA collected postcards from students on
and off campus which featured secrets they wished to share anonymously. The secrets will be displayed in the Union until Saturday.
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Have an opinion? Let us hear it.

Midweek matchups

Conquer fears, feel fulfilled

What artist should Howard's

Columnist Phillip
Martin explores how
acknowledgement of his
storm phobia resulted in
self-fulfillment. I PAGE 4

Club H get to play next?

Visit our website,
BGNEWS.COM, to read
and discuss current news.
@ Also keep an eye out for our
exclusive web-only content.

The baseball and softball
teams host doubleheaders
at home on Wednesday,
both scheduled to start at
3 p.m. | PAGE 6

''Aaron Smith (Kid
Fresh), because of
the smaller venue. M
JOSH GREENWALD
Senior,
Business

FallRegistration
2012
Go to: mybqAU.edu 1. select > student center 2. select > enroll

Sophomores
Freshmen
Guest Students

3. select > Add

Questions? 419.372.4444
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BLOTTER
FRI., MARCH 30
11:40 A.M.
Criminal mischief was
reported in Centennial Hall.

2:42 P.M.
A crisis intervention was
reported in College Park
Office Building.
7:23 P.M.
A breaking and entering
burglary was reported in
Offenhauer East.

SUN, APRIL 1
2:45 A.M.
Criminal mischief was
reported on Wooster Street.
7:41 A.M.
Criminal mischief was
reported in Offenhauer East.
8:30 P.M.
A drug violation was
reported in Kohl Hall.

^ —P.
iCJX-**

10 30AM

DJ MANNY

clazel.net * lacebook com/cia/el

was reported within the 500
block of Hillcrest Drive.

9:12 P.M.
A drug violation was
reported in Harshman
Anderson.

7:30 P.M.
A complainant within the 800
block of Seventh St. reported
unauthorized AT&T and Sprint
accounts were opened in his
name, causing him to owe
approximately $4,000

MON..APRIL2
SAT., MARCH 31

2:30 AM

>,,//, BOOMER &

Ultimate Pink Floyd Cover Band
Tickets $10 & $5 w/ student ID
THURSDAY. APRIL 5 * 8PM

10 PM til

8:40 A.M.
A complainant reported
someone threw mustard
and bologna on a vehicle
overnight and egged a house
within the 500 block of S.
Grove St. No damage was
reported.

TUES..APRIL3
12:22 A.M.
Mackenzie K. Bryant. 20. was
cited for failure to maintain
assured cleared distance
ahead and failure to stop
after an accident that caused
an injury within the 500 block

937 A.M.
A complainant reported a
radio, valued at $75. stolen
from an unlocked vehicle
within the 600 block of Sixth
St. The complainant also
reported $100 of damage to
the interior of the vehicle.

of E. Reed St

N ONLINE: Go lo bgraws.com for
■5 the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY

3:32 P.M.
A handicap placard was stolen from an unlocked vehicle
within the 1100 block of S.
Main St.

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

5:21 P.M.
A suspicious piece of mail

1

ONLY ONLINE
INTERACTIVE BLOTTER

s

PHOTO OF THE DAY

f

PHOTO PKOVIWD FROM CIIIZHMSfOltBROWN.COM
TIM BROWN participates in the annual Harrison Rally Parade in Perrysburg Brown is the Repbulican candidate for the State
House of Representatives.

BROWN

Check out BGNEWS.COM on
Thursday for a web-exclusive photo
of the day on our home page.

From Page 1

SOCIAL MEDIA

Visit BGNEWS.COM to view an
interactive blotter map showing
this weekend's crime trends in the
city and on campus.

Facebook.com/bgviews @The_BG_News
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this November.
Confused?
Brown
wasn't.
Seeing
the
open
gap, Brown won the
Republican primary for
the seat this past March.
He is set to face Democrat
Kelly Wicks, owner of
the city's Grounds for
Thought, and Libertarian
Nathan Eberly in the general election.
As a county commissioner, Brown assists with
the Wood County budget.
From the Department of
Landfills to the County
Dog Shelter, he helps
appropriate funds for various departments which
work directly for the
Board of Commissioners.
"No two days are the
same," he said.
A portrait of Abraham
Lincoln displays prominently in his office tucked
deep into the building's
fifth floor. Pictures of
former presidents George
HAY. Bush and Ronald
Reagan line the front
of his desk, with a coffee mug behind reading
"U.S. Congress."
As voters are looking
at different candidates'

quick to provide a few
history lessons. A tour
through the county
courthouse may find
his guest informed of
the building's intricate
architectural design and
solar roofing, or perhaps
the county's role in the
War of 1812.
If you're lucky, he may
just show you the two
Peregrine Falcons nested in the courthouse
clock tower.
While his ornithology
credentials are unlikely to benefit him in
Columbus, Brown said
Wood County's bipartisanship should carry to
the Ohio Statehouse.
"We've got a reputation
[in Wood County] to not
play politics," he said.
For Brown, campaigning for the Ohio House
of Representatives is
exciting, but he said he
still enjoys his time as a
county commissioner.
"I love the job that I
have," he said.
And even if Brown loses
this coming November,
he'll still have at least
two more years of morning meetings in the
courthouse office building, where he can glance
out onto the city skyline
he presides over.

histories, Brown said his
track record of job creation and not raising
taxes will resonate with
Wood County residents.
While budgeting resources and finances for the
county, he said the commissioners did what families are doing: tightening
belts and cutting back.
"Government shouldn't
be taking more in a time
like this," he said. "You
can grow [the economyl
without raising taxes."
Although Wood County
was forced to restructure
staff throughout the county, Brown
maintains that costsaving measures such
as more efficient energy
resources have aided in
not having to cut major
programs.
Brown said his campaign platform also deals
with providing opportunities for students, such
as internships or job
training programs.
"The fact that [education! was there for me
... I want that for other
students," he said. "The
students that are investing in their future need a
job when they graduate."
While holding a degree
in business, the 1986
University graduate is

you are!

GOOD/YEAR
BUY4.GETUPJ0S160*
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your FREE App today!
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Candidates for dean
position to visit
campus next week
After conducting a nationwide
search, the University has named
four finalists for the position of
dean of the College of Business
Administration.
The four candidates will visit
campus throughout the next two
weeks to "meet with constituent
groups and hold an open forum for
the University community." according
to an email sent Tuesday by Linda
Petrosino. chair of the search
committee.

PHOTO PSOVIMD BY JOSH CHAM6EP.UND

OPERATION TIGER supporters gather at the Union Oval to show their passion for bringing 100 percent recycled paper to the
University The group will stand at the oval with Michigan State University students Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 3 pm

TIGER
From Page 1
of ever indirectly supporting
similar companies.
"It's hard to trace the chain
of where the paper is actually
coming from, but when you
do, it's surprising to find out
the kinds of big name corporations that buy from there,"
he said.
Chamberland's
group
joined the ranks of 10 other
campuses around the nation
on March 15, when members
of the group dressed as tigers
and orangutans in the Union
Oval collecting signatures for
their petition.
It was a way to show both
animals are coming dangerously close to both endangerment and extinction in
Indonesia due to the deforestation, he said.
"The petition is for students to sign and show
their support in bringing all 100 percent postconsumer paper to the
University," Chamberland

BioLife

MAIM* IIMtll I

said. "That day we got 365
signatures and we're at a
little over 840 today."
To motivate his team
members to gather as
many signatures as they
can, Chamberland said he
has promised to shave his
head when they hit 1,600
signatures.
Seeing Chamberland's long
hair go may be motivation for
some, but sophomore Man
Deinhart has her own reasons
for joining the campaign.
"I grew up on Guam, which
is close enough to Indonesia
to know the environment
over there, and I want to do
this," she said. "I'm actually
trying to start the Operation
Tiger campaign over there
this summer."
The group hopes to collect
as many signatures as possible, as well as get as many
on-campus groups on board
as possible, in hopes to draw
attention from University
President Mary Ellen Mazey
in changing the University's
paper purchases.
So tar, the group has joined

425.86
1789 E. MELROSE A1
FINDLAY, OH 45840
BI0LIFEPLASMA.COM

PLASMA FOR HIM.
AMENITIES FOR YOU
FREE WI-FI
RELAXING ENVIRONMENT

efforts with Net Impact,
Environmental Action Group,
Offenhauer Hall Council, and
Kreischer Compton/Darrow
Hall Council.
The group will be in the
Union Oval on Wednesday
from 11 am to 3 pm for a
solidarity event with Michigan
State University to get its oncampus coal-fired power plant
shut down.
Students can stop by to
support the campaign or sign
the petition for Operation
Tiger, which is conveniently
printed on 100 percent postconsumer recycled paper,
Chamberland said.
"We're really hoping we
can make an impact here and
get this to happea" he said.
"If someone can take the first
step, it'll open up a lot of doors
for other colleges, and hopefully we'll be using a ton more
recycled paper throughout the
country."

Other Languages - will all be
provided by the Graduate College,
effective fall 2012.

of Bowling Green State University's
Firelands Campus. April 19.

The candidates and their forum
dates are as follows: Ray Braun.
CEO and President of Cogdell
Spencer Inc.. April 9; Deborah Spake.
Associate Dean of the Mitchell
College of Business at University
of South Alabama, April 12; Frank
Buckless. Department Head of the
Poole College of Management at
North Carolina State University.
April 16; and William Balzer. Dean

BOWLING

All forums will take place from
5 to 415 pm in 114 Business
Administration Building. They will
address the topic of "The Future of
Business Education: Challenges and
Opportunities"

The graduate degree - a Master
of Education in Teacher Education will also be effective fall 2012 in the
Graduate College

Each forum will be videotaped and
available for viewing within 24 hours,
according to the email

"These are all very good programs,
and I look forward to them being
implemented." said John Folkins,
Faculty Senate chair

A link will be available at the
College of Business Administration
dean search section of the University's
website, where the candidates'
credentials will be listed and evaluation
forms will also be available.

Senators also approved changing
the name of a graduate degree
Tuesday. A PhD in Communication
Studies will now be referred to as a
PhD. in Media and Communication,
effective fall 2013.

Faculty Senate
approves new
graduate programs

The change will reflect the school's
name change in 2009 to the School
of Media and Communication,
said Joshua Atkinson, the school's
graduate coordinator
In addition, the senate voted
Tuesday to amend its attendance
policy to encourage senators to send
substitutes to meetings they are
unable to attend.

Faculty Senate approved creating
three new certificate programs and a
new graduate degree at its meeting
Tuesday.
The certificate programs - a
Post-Baccalaureate in Teacher
Education, a Certificate in Assistive
Technology and a Certificate in
Teaching English to Speakers of

GREEN

STATE

The existing policy was overly
restrictive.' Folkins said. "Now
the policy allows for much more
flexibility"

UNIVERSIT

WAHTTOJOIN?
Operation Tiger meets in 226
Olscamp every Wednesday
at 9 pm

RECEIVE UP TO

$240
IN A MONTH!
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Graduate Students

March 12
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Freshmen
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6
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What artist shouldHmardsQubHgetto playnext?

Fear is meant for
survival, not to burden

It's funny how our own fears
can be our own hurdles.
I have been terrified of
thunderstorms since I was a
toddler. So, you can imagine
how I felt when 1 walked to
the Union with a friend while
one was taking place a couple
Thursdays back.
That "flight" response
was rushing through me
as I watched the lightning
around us blaze the night sky.
Even though the storm wasn't
directly overhead, I involuntarily hunched my tall self.
I wouldn't get fried by the
heat lightning if my head was
closer to the ground, 1 felt.
Of course, once we entered
the Union to meet other
church friends, my friend
and I were safe from the
ensuing storm that rained
over campus.
The rain may have ended
abruptly, but that thing
packed a punch! I could tell
by the light show it put on.
Eventually, my friend and
I found an opportunity to
head back to our residence
hall during a break inbetween storms.
At that moment, 1 knew I
had a choice to make: either
1 take my chances walking
across campus, or book it
to the nearest bus stop at
Founders.
I chose the former.
The walk back was funny
because 1 kept hunching and
jumping with anxiety at each
lightning flash, while my
friend walked casually.
He kept saying we'd be fine,
and eventually 1 believed him
(of course, once we were 200

yards away from our destination).
It was a good thing I didn't
dawdle any more than I did.
A far more startling thunderstorm woke me up around
la.m.
Of all times to fear thunderstorms, nighttime is the
worst for me. I can't sleep
through them — especially when it sounds like the
thunder is busting trees in
the neighborhood to pieces
and when lightning flashes
up my room.
A thunderstorm is not my
only strange fear.
I bet you've never heard of
anyone being afraid of viewing a world map.
When I was very young,
a large physical world
map hung on a wall in my
bedroom.
No matter what time of day
it was, I would always glance
away from the strange-looking shapes that are the seven
continents.
It's very ironic because I
have a pretty good knowledge
of where most of the countries are located.
Whether we have a common fear like spiders or
a more obscure one like
Jell-O, I think we all forget that we weren't made to
fear for our lives.
I do believe it is beneficial
that our fear instincts help us
survive. But, our fears were
not meant to be a dominant
feature of our existence, and
they're not at all meant to
overtake us.
For some of us, we may
never grow out of certain
fears, but I feel that we have
to keep one thing in mind:
"God did not give us a spirit
of fear but of power, love and a

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Pro-life position
not just based on

religious beliefs
I feel bad for pro-life atheists.
The pro-life position is frequently dismissed as one that
is religiously-based and has
no place determining law in a
society that upholds separation of church and state.
Many times before, I
have presented my own
views in a rational manner
and had them dismissed

Undergraduate
Student Government's
year in review
As another year for
Undergraduate
Student
Government comes to an
end, I would like to take the
opportunity and share with
you all the hard work that
has been done for the student txxiy.
Academic Affairs: An advising chart was created and will
be featured soon in The BG
News to help navigate the
advising system quicker.

simply because I am a
believer in God.
"Your views don't count
because they obviously are
influenced by your belief in
God," they seem to say as I
neglect to make any mention of a deity in formulating my argument.
Hopefully at least those
who attended "The Abortion
Debate" this past Thursday no
longer make this dismissal.
"The Abortion Debate" was
aimed at providing a platform

for rational discussion of the
abortion issue on campus.
In my opinion, it succeeded.
The pro-life speaker, Scott
Klusendorf, presented his
arguments to the audience
clearly, rationally and without any reference to the will
of God
Hopefully as a result of
this debate, both sides may
have a better understanding
of the other, without resorting to tired, faulty rhetoric
and the blanket dismissal

of "your position is just religious nonsense."
After all, it doesn't even
apply to those who are not
theists who believe in the
unborn's right to life.
One of the most prominent
being the late Christopher
Hitchens, who based his
views on, in his terms, "material reality."

The absentee and withdrawal/withdrawal fail policies have been rewritten and
are awaiting approval.
Inclusion and Diversity:
With USG's decision in
February, the University is one
of a few schools to ban Chirk
fil-A from coming to campus.
We had the words "Gender
Expression and Gender
Identity" added into all antidiscrimination documents
with the approval of the
Board of Trustees.
We increased the number of seats in the Senate

to accommodate for more
Diversity Affairs seats as well
as a representative from each
Greek Council.
Shuttle Application? Look
for it in the fall.
Sustainability:
USG
has representation on
the Presidential Climate
Commitment and is getting
more bike racks available
on campus.
Campus Pride: Rob and
1 placed a bet in the first
ever joint session with the
University of Toledo so whoever lost the homecoming

game would have to wear the
other school's colors... we all
know how that turned out.
A senator has been working to make the Union
more orange and brown,
starting with the Falcon's
Nest; the rest will be coming over the summer.
This is just a highlight of
what is being done for you in
USG. Roll along!

—laySchultz
jayps@bgsu.edu

—Emily Ancinec
USG President
eancine@falcon.bgsu.edu

LATE NIGHT PREMIERE

-
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See MARTIN | Page 5
CHBSTINAGIttEN I IK BG NEWS

Legislation should pass to promote responsible gun ownership

Ever since the story of the
Trayvon Martin shooting took
off, and more media attention
has been given to the case, it
seems the newest game that
right-wing pundits like Sean
Hannity and Mark Levine
are playing is "name the nonTrayvon gun violence case,
and talk about how it's not
getting the same amount of

media attention."
On Monday, Hannity spoke
about a woman being shot
in California, and cited the
number of shooting deaths
in inner-city Chicago on any
given day.
This to me sounds like
someone advocating for
a change in gun laws, even
though a poll on Hannity's
website shows that almost 80
percent of the respondents
opined that gun control laws
were not the problem in the
Trayvon Martin case.
I would like to ask those
who answered this way in

IMEKNfWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone (419) 372-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

Hannity's poll exactly what
they feel the problem is then.
My guess is they would answer
that the problem is the "liberal
media," as that is their base
answer for almost anything
that is wrong in our country.
I come from a family of
hunters (my dad was a cardcarrying member of the
National Rifle Association), so
I was raised to believe in the
rights of Americans to keep
and own guns.
Because of this, I was also
taught very early on how to
safely operate and handle a gun.
Today, I still sup-

AUSSA WIDMAN, MANAGING EDITOR
MAX FILBY. NEWS EDITOR

port Americans' Second
Amendment right to bear
arms, but I think that sensible gun control laws should
be only common sense in a
country with approximately 260 million guns owned
by approximately 52 million households.
The Second Amendment
reads, "Awellregulatedmilitia,
being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the
people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed."
Why is it that the Second
Amendment doesn't borrow wording from the

'Today, I still support Americans' Second
Amendment right to bear arms, but
I think that sensible gun control laws
should be only common sense..."
First Amendment and say,
"Congress shall make no
law..." restricting the right to
bear arms?
Because it was not the
founders' intent that we should
never pass a law putting any
limits on guns, but only to
ensure that guns would never
be outright banned from
being owned by our citizens.

I think responsible legislation limiting — or at least
more clearly defining — gun
ownership rights is something
that should have been done a
long time ago.
There have been, of course,
federal laws meant to regulate
SeeTHACKER|Page5
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Holy Week is a time of
reflection, hope for everyone

Soneuj gcio), hoi*> did you -. .\#n ?

This week is Holy Week in t he
Church, the last week of Lent
before Easter.
Whether you are Christian
or not, I believe you may find
inspiration in this week. 1
believe this because the story
of sin and regret is a common
human experience, as is the
desire for reconciliation and
the hope of a new beginning.
I remember a conversation 1 had with a friend in
which we somehow came
to discuss this idea of having a particularly significant regret.
My friend suggested that
everyone carries something
with him or her, the worst
thing he or she has ever done.
I don't know if this is true for
everyone, but it was true of
the two of us, as we shared.
1 can understand how such
a sin, or sins or regrets, can be
a considerable weight to bear.
Even so, this does not need to
be the end of the story.
This past Sunday, Father
Michael Dandurand, the
pastor of St. Thomas More

MARTIN
From Page 4
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the gun ownership market in
the past
The assault weapons ban
that was in effect from 1994
to 2004 did a fairly good job
of lowering gun violence
from semi-automatic guns
(weapons that fire one round
every time the trigger is
pulled) as well as fully-automatic guns (which continue
to fire rounds as long as the
trigger is depressed).
According to a 2004 report
by The Brady Center to Prevent
Gun Violence, the 10-year ban
on assault weapons resulted
in approximately 60,000 fewer
assault weapon related crimes
in the 10 years that the ban was
in place.
But the bill was allowed
to expire because Second
Amendment activists saw it as
a threat to their rights to own
non-assault weapons.
Gun control of any kind has
been a third rail in politics for
years now (meaning you get

burned if you try to touch it),
and the blame cannot be laid
entirely at the feet of the GOP.
Democratic leaders — legislators as well as President Obama
— have done nothing to move
the conversation about gun
control forward.
This is probably due to progun rights paranoia.
Even though Obama has
never said anything to indicate
he may be for more gun control, gun sales have sky-rocketed since his inauguration in
2009 because of unsubstantiated fears that "Obama will
take our guns away."
The wake of the Trayvon
Martin case would have been a
perfect time to talk about gun
laws in this country, as would
have been after the attempted
assassination of Arizona Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords in January
2011.
But both situations came
and went without the state of
America's gun laws ever being
brought up by those in a place
to affect change.
Assault weapons bans would
not have changed the outcome

>
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for Trayvon Martin because
the gun used to shoot him was
not an assault weapoa but as
more laws are being proposed
to loosen restrictions on when
and where someone can carry
a gun, the need for a national
conversation about the state of
our guns laws in this country is
long overdue.

sound mind" (11 Timothy 1:7).
In other words, out of the
features God gave us when
I le breathed life into us, fear
was not one of them.
Also, God is a truly lovable, powerful and fearless spiritual entity: and.
because He made us into
his likeness, we have hope

University Parish, asked in
his homily at Mass, what
the difference was between
ludas and Peter.
We know Judas as the disciple who betrayed Jesus,
but we also know that Peter
denied Jesus three times.
Both men sinned and
greatly regretted what
they did.
The difference comes
in what follows: Judas
despaired in his sin, but
Peter had hope even in his
sadness.
Peter was reconciled to
Jesus, recognizing something greater than his sin,
and did not remain in the
dark of sin as Judas did.
This week, we remember
Jesus' death and how He
"became sin" for us.
This does not mean that
Jesus was sinful in any
way, but rather that He
bore our sins.
The weight of sin and
regret that clouds our
minds immobilizes us and
pains us is borne by Jesus
— we see these parallels in
His wounds.
But Jesus does not remain
buried under the weight of
sin. He dies, but then He rises
to new life—the new life He,
in turn, offers us.

to not fear anything.
There is also hope for those
who don't believe in God.
Fear is an emotion (or I
guess one could also say
a response) that every
human experiences.
I feel that sharing your
fears and taking steps to
relieving them with someone you can trust would
help in eventually overcoming them.
Whatever fear you may

"The difference
comes in what
follows: Judas
despaired in his
sin, but Peter had
hope even in his
sadness."
I encourage you to consider any sins or regrets that
you may be carrying with
you this week and recognize
that these do not need to be
the end of the story.
These weights can be
lifted.
This is not to say that it
will be perfectly easy or that
damage has not been done. It
is to say that we are not alone
and that work for healing is
worth it.
No sin is so great that it
can't be redeemed, just as no
darkness is so dark that it
can't be illuminated. Instead
of despairing, let'shavehope.
After the night, the sun
will rise.

Respond to Alicia at
thenews@bgnews.com

have, please remember that
we were born with far better
features than fear.
Most importantly, please
remember the hope that
God has for us.
Remember that we are not
alone, and He is here to help
and comfort us when we
seek Him.

Respond to Phillip at
fhenews@bgnews.com

University Village & University Courts
The corner of Clough and Mercer, one block from campus

One & Two Bedroom Apartments
Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Baseball and softball to play doubleheader at home; men to face Defiance College, women will play home opener against Valparaiso
By Ethan Eastarwood
Reporter

The Falcon softball team
will take a break from MidAmerican Conference play after
an impressive weekend to host
Valparaiso for their home opener on Wednesday.
In only their first weekend of MAC play, the Falcons
have started off hot, setting
them among the top schools
in the MAC.
Bringing in an 18-11 (3-1)
record, the Falcons will face
Valparaiso in a doubleheader.
BG and Valparaiso have only
met one time prior, in 2005,
where the Falcons prevailed,
winning 5-1.
Look for the Falcons to get
in the game early, as they have
scored 28 runs in first innings
this season. This has led to the
majority of their wins, as they
are 12-1 after leading through
four innings.

This doubleheader will be
an important one for BG, since
the team's last opening day victory game was in 2010 when it
defeated Central Michigan 6-4.
This midweek game could
also be a proving point to the
team, as the games give the
Falcons the potential to move
past 19 wins. The last four
seasons have seen the Falcons
fall short of this mark, dating
back to 2007, when the team
went 33-12.
Batting has been a strong
point for the team, as well as a
focus point for their opponents.
Andrea Arney, who is tied
with Katie Yoho for season

home runs with seven, is coming off a monster weekend
where she hit a grand slam,
another home run, and had
seven RBI. Hannah Fulk has
been walked six games in a row
and now only needs nine more
to break the season record of
37. Paige Berger, who is eyeing
up the career home run record,
has been batting a solid .315
this season.
The Crusaders will look to
conquer BG's offensive firepower with some of their own. They
have scored 196 runs so far this
season and enter the game with
a 20-10 record.
Senior Crusader lordan
Rutkowski leads her team in
batting average (.484), home
runs (11), RBIs (43), hits (46),
and slugging percentage (.958),
BG will take the field at 3 p.m.
Wednesday for the doubleheader. The second game will follow
approximately 20 minutes after
the conclusion of the first.

Baseball

8y The BG News Sports Staff

The Falcon baseball team will
take a brief recess from MidAmerican Conference play on
Wednesday afternoon as it hosts
Divsion-III Defiance College.
The Falcons bring a two-game
win streak into the contest, after
taking the final pair of games
from their three-game set against
Central Michigan this past weekend. Overall, the Falcons are
10-17, including a 5-1 mark at
Stelier Field.
The Falcons have been paced
this season by a strong offensive
effort, led by sophomore outfielder Andrew Kubuski. He leads the
team with a .408 batting average
and five steals and is tied for the
team lead with two home runs
and a .444 on-base percentage.
He is second on the team in RBI,
with 21, and doubles, with five.
Kubuski's season is just a
small sample of the success the
team's entire lineup has posted.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Falcons participate in "Right to Read" campaign
BG baseball players read to the students of Monclova Elementary School
on Monday. Jake Thomas, Andrew Kubuski, Brandon Howard, Kevin
Delapaz and Fred Sharp all took the time to read to first-through-fourthgrade students for "Right to Read" week.

I

BG News Sports

Ten Falcons have posted a batting average higher than .300 and
seven of those players have posted double-digit RBI.
TJ. Losby leads the team
with 22 RBI and co-leads the
team with two home runs. Jake
Thomas, who started the season
as a reserve outfielder, has hit
.362 so far this season, firmly
grasping the role as the team's
leadoff hitter.
Pitching, which had been a
source of early-season struggle
for the Falcons, has also recently
come around. The Falcons have
allowed four runs or fewer in
seven of their last 10 games.
BG's team earned-run average
currently sits at 5.00. The majority of the team's success has come
from its bullpen.
The Falcons have four pitchers
with a sub-4 earned-run average,
and three of them have been priSee BASEBALL | Page 7
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Baseball season elongated in college
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Assistant Sports Editor reflects on joys of baseball as major league season kicks off, college season continues
/ m
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Here's a riddle for you —
what's belter than the crack
of a bat sending a home run
ball over the fence and the
simultaneous roar of the
crowd as the players cross
home plate?
Nothing. Nothing is better than baseball.
Baseball is the epitome of summer. Summer
is easily the best season,
and it's the best season
because of baseball.
There is just something
about the sport that I can't
get enough of.
Maybe it's the physicality, or the finesse, or even
the fact that there is no

running clock in baseball, which gives you the
impression that it could go
on forever.
A perk about college is
baseball starts in February.
While everyone awaits
Major League Baseball's
Opening Day, I have
been indulging in my
favorite sport for more
than two months.
Not to say that 1 am not
excited for the big leagues,
but baseball is baseball,
and the Falcons have
already hit conference play
in their schedule.
With an overall record of
10-17, they have posted two
more wins than this time
last season.
BG is young and vulnerable when it comes to
experience, but they have
proved that they are still a

contending team.
Ion Berti, an experienced
short stop and an asset to
their team, left after the
close of the Falcons last
season to pursue major
league outlets.
Drafted in the 18th
round, 559th overall, Berti
signed with the Toronto
Blue lays. He most recently
played with the Vancouver
Canadians during the summer, where his team won
the Northwest League
Championship.
Despite their loss of a
teammate to the majors,
who was only a junior,
the Falcons have rallied
around it.
Andrew Kubuski, a sophomore outfielder, was named
Papa lohn's Athlete of the
Week after he extended his
hitting to 14 games.

BG has won their last two
conference games and will
host Defiance College on
Wednesday.
Whether it is a good team,
a bad team, a college team,
or the pros, baseball is
something that 1 will always
enjoy watching.
Though 1 will not be in
attendance at the game
tomorrow, or my hometown
Opening Day in Detroit on
Thursday, just knowing
I can turn on the T.V. and
watch baseball gives me
peace of mind.
So I will ask you again,
what is better than the crack
of a bat sending a home run
ball over the fence and the
simultaneous roar of the
crowd as the players cross
home plate?
Nothing. Nothing is better than baseball.
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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2012 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

1

I SI

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Schedule released by Mid-American Conference this past week

DATE
4/13/2012

PRiZESUDOKU COM
OPPONENT
LOCATION
BGSU Football Spring Game Bowling Green, Ohio

TIME
7 p.m.

BASEBALL
From Page 6

9/1/2012

at Florida

Gainesville, Fla.

TBA

9/8/2012

Idaho

Bowling Green, Ohio

TBA

9/15/2012

at Toledo

Toledo, Ohio

TBA

9/22/2012

at Virginia Itch

Blacksburg.Va.

TBA

9/29/2012

Rhode Island (Homecoming) Bowling Green, Ohio

TBA

10/6/2012

at Akron

Akron, Ohio

TBA

10/13/2012

Miami (Family Weekend)

Bowling Green, Ohio

TBA

10/20/2012

at UMass

Amherst, Mass.

TBA

10/27/2012

Eastern Michigan

Bowling Green, Ohio

TBA

11/7/2012

at Ohio

Athens, Ohio

8 p.m.

11/17/2012

Kent State

Bowling Green, Ohio

TBA

marily used as relievers.
Closer Nick Bruns leads
the team with a 1.02
earned-run average in
14 appearances, including four saves. Andrew
Lacinak, who has started
five games this season
for the Falcons, has a 2.77
earned-run average. He
threw five shutout innings
in his most recent appearance Sunday.
Despite his recent
struggles, Jason Link
still sports a strong 3.48
earned-run average, and
Matt Malewitz has a 3.60
earned-run average.
Perhaps the brightest
spot for the Falcons was
Cody Apthorpe's performance this past Friday. He
threw his best start of the
season, going 8 2/3 innings,
allowing three runs, only
one of which was earned.
He still picked up the loss,
however, as the Falcons
could not score any runs.
One issue the Falcons
continue to have is defense.
BG has committed 62 errors
so far this season, after
committing only 55 all
last season. Those miscues
have caused the Falcons
to allow 42 unearned runs

this season.
BG is the first and only
Division-I team Defiance
plays this season. Entering
play Tuesday, it has a 7-12
record, including a 0-6
mark in conference play.
Leading the way offensively for I he Yellow lackets
is Darin Waterman, who
leads the team with a .397
batting average, 15 RBI
and two home runs. Brad
Kremer is hitting .375
and leads Defiance with
four triples.
Those two players, howSHPtiMB .'*"* on'y ones on
Defiance with a minimum
of 10 games played who are
batting above .300. In fact,
Defiance is hitting only
.263 as a team.
Like the Falcons, the
Yellow Jackets' relievers
have been stronger than
their starters. Defiance
has three relievers with
earned-run
averages
below 1.50, led by Alex
Shoemaker, who has not
allowed an earned run in
6 1/3 innings this season.
Four different pitchers
have started a game for
Defiance this season, the
most successful being Jake
Taylor, who sports a 2-2
record with a 4.40 earnedrun average.
First pitch Wednesday is
scheduled for 3 p.m.

[ge> Shamrock Village rog
11/23/2012 Buffalo

Columbus, Ohio

TBA
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Free High Speed Wireless • Fully furnished
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Washer »nd dryer hoc* up
Pet Friendly
1 or 2 Bedroom

• 3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath
• Pet Friendly
• Close to Downtown
419-352-0717 www.areenbriarrentals.com

SHAMR0CKBG.COM

SIGH UP TODAY!
330 % N. Church

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

1

439 S. Church
131 Clay

I
[

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

■ExceHem location for BGSU faculty
• Stow, fridge, dishwasher, Ssposal
■ Jacuzzi tub in some units
• Den/Office in some units
• Fireplace. Central air, Lawn Cere

info shtimr ockbg.com

1724E.WOOSTER

419-354-0070

I

• One bedroom

'

• Quiet Living
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Facebook password
inquiries unethical,
experts say

Babyccinos: Drink
of choice for the
working toddler

Studying before
sleeping beneficial
for recollection

Algae shows
promise in biofuel
tests

U.S. can store 100
years' worth of
C02 underground

Loan interest rates
trigger national
backlash

Despite the national trend of
employers asking interviewees
for their Facebook passwords,
some Boston companies said
they do not ask for access
to social networking sites to
evaluate candidates.

Move over Juicy Juice, there
is a new kid-friendly drink in
town.

Sleep more, improve
recollection.

Anyone with a fish tank has
probably put plenty of energy
into cleaning algae out of
water.

The U.S. may have the
capacity to store about a
century's worth of America's
carbon dioxide emissions
underground in deep saline
aquifers, according to a
recent study published by
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology scientists.

Students nationwide signed
more than 150,000 letters to four
Congressional leaders last week
to protest the higher interest rates

Facebook recently released
a statement on their site
regarding the recent trend,
acknowledged by U.S.
senators, of employers asking
for applicants' Facebook
passwords.
"This practice undermines
the privacy expectations
and the security of both the
user and the user's friends."
Facebook s Chief Privacy
Officer Erin Egan said in the
statement. "It also potentially
exposes the employer
who seeks this access to
unanticipated legal liability."
Egan said employers asking
for employees' passwords is not
the right thing to do and may
cause potential discrimination
claims against the employers
themselves.
U.S. Sen. Richard
Blumenthal. of Connecticut.
is working on legislation that
would make this practice illegal
Lu Ann Reeb, founder and
president of Boston Media
Group, said social media has
become the first stop after
reading a resume.
"It's public information, that's
the bottom line." Reeb said.
"Asking for a password? That's
where I say no."
- By Alex Oiantgikis
The Daily Free Press, Boston
University

The babyccino. a pintsized decaffeinated coffee or
steamed milk drink intended
for toddlers and children,
is the latest coffee craze
to sweep upscale Brooklyn
neighborhoods.
The idea for the drink was
born in Australia and has
recently become popular in
coffee shops throughout Park
Slope and Fort Greene, New
York.
A small coffee shop in Park
Slope. Caff Regular, serves
steamed milk-only versions of
the beverage for a dollar a pop.
Most Brooklyn coffee shops
are reluctant to serve coffee
versions of the drink to children
after several negative reports
on the trend. Parents and
experts generally agree that
coffee should be reserved for
adults.
Bittersweet, a cafe in Fort
Greene, serves milk-only
babyccinos in espresso cups.
"We started getting a lot
of flack from [the press],"
Bittersweet manager Ryan
Hess said. "They cited us as
instigating this whole thing
where everyone thought
we were giving caffeine to
kids, like we had some evil
plan to caffeinate children or
something, which is not true at
all. There isn't any coffee in at all,
it's just steamed milk"
- By Nicola Pring
Washington Square News,
New York University

A new study from the
University of Notre Dame
reached this conclusion after
finding that going to sleep shortly
after learning new information
is most valuable for recalling the
information in the future.
Jessica Payne, a Notre Dame
psychologist who specializes
in sleep studies, studied 207
subjects who regularly slept at
least six hours per night. The
study was focused on how much
information a subject remembers
after learning it directly before
sleeping.
Participants studied either
related or unrelated word pairs in
the morning or evening, at 9 a.m.
or 9 p.m.. and would be tested
on their ability to remember the
word pairings 30 minutes, 12
hours or 24 hours later. Some of
the word pairs were semantically
related and some pairs were
completely unrelated.
This studied declarative
memory, which is a person's
ability to remember facts and
specific knowledge.
"Following a 12-hour retention
interval containing a night of
sleep or a day of wakefulness,
overall recall was superior in
subjects who slept." the study
stated
These findings were similar at
the 24-hour retest. At this point
all of the subjects had received a
full night's rest, but researchers
found that subjects who went to
sleep shortly after learning the
words remembered better than
subjects who did not.
- By Betsy Swanback
Oregon Daily Emerald.
University of Oregon

Within the next decade,
though, the energy in algae
may be a viable source for
fuel, thanks to researchers at
Texas ASM University who are
developing an algae biofuel.
Algae naturally converts
sunlight into an energy source
during photosynthesis and can
be used as a type of biofuel in
two different ways.
The most common way
involves taking lipids, or
fats, out of the algae to use
as biodiesel. An alternative
method creates a hydrocarbon
fuel similar to gasoline or
diesel. Unlike biodiesels.
hydrocarbon fuel does not have
oxygen and is more energy
dense, which makes it a more
versatile fuel source and usable
in aircraft.
"The overall efficiency,
rapid growth rate and yield
are the major advantages
of using algae," said Joshua
Yuan, assistant professor in the
department of plant pathology
and microbiology.
The research group aims
to create methods that would
generate higher yields from
algae; these yields could make
it possible for algae biofuel to
be produced on a larger scale,
then sold as an alternative to
gasoline.
For this to happen, the
process will have to become
more cost-efficient.

The scientists found
that using carbon capture
and storage, or CCS, is
"geologically viable," according
to the study. CCS is a process
that involves capturing carbon
dioxide emissions at such
sources as power plants and
compressing and injecting
them into reservoirs for longterm storage
The nation produces about
six gigatons of carbon dioxide
per year, the equivalent of
about twenty million barrels of
oil per day. said Ruben Juanes,
the researcher who led the
study and a professor of energy
studies in the Department
of Civil and Environmental
Engineering.
Researchers found deep
saline aquifers - geological
formations situated
deeper than one kilometer
underground that hold
saline fluids in their pores presented feasible storage
conditions for these emissions.
Deep saline aquifers could
hold up to 20.000 billion
metric tons, according to the
study, and CCS could hold
deposits of carbon dioxide for
up to 20.000 years, he said.

-By Kelly Tucker
The Battalion, Texas ASM
University

- By Madhurya Manohar
The Daily Free Press. Boston
University

set to take effect in Jury on some
student loans.
Subsidized Stafford loans
- interest rates for which will
double to 6.8 percent without
Congressional action - provided
about 4.700 undergraduate George
Washington University students
with more than $30 million in
education funding this year The
average subsidized loan award
was $4,760 in 2011. according to
data from the US. Department of
Education.
"Today, student voices will be
heard loud and clear by delivering
over 130.000 letters to leaders
in Congress. Our message is
simple: Don't double student debt
rates." said Rich Williams, a higher
education advocate with the United
States Public Interest Research
Group. 'Rising college costs, tight
family finances and uncertain job
prospects pack a triple whammy for
student borrowers. In this economy,
the last thing we should do is
double the interest rates on student
loans."
In 2010, the average debt of
George Washington University
graduates was more than $32,500.
significantly higher than the national
average, according to the Project on
Student Debt's latest information
"Congress has effectively
been paralyzed so there is a risk
that... interest rates could end up
doubling." Williams said. "So that
is why it is important that we are
out there banging the drums on
this issue."
- By Rachel Getzenberg
The GW Hatchet. George
Washington University

T H E

ENCLAVE

SPACES GOING FAST FOR FALL

save with no deposit when you sign a lease 48 hours after taking a tour

private shuttle to BCSU campus + fully furnished + washer & dryer included + 24-hr computer center with free printing + individual leases
bgstudenthousing.com | 419.353.5100 | 706 Napoleon Rd
LIMITED TIME ONLY | SEE OFFICE FOR DETAILS I RATES. FEES, DEADLINES AND UTILITIES INCLUDED ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE |

NAMmCAN CAMPUS COMMUNTTV $&
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Wednesday. AH 4g Thursday. Apnl S. 2012 9

Lovers
Ohio natives Hawthorne Heights play at local club
PHOTOS BY ALYSSA GANNON I THE BG NEWS

ERON BUCCIARELLI raked il on the drums during the show

JT WOODRUFF guitar and vocals, played an acoustic set with the rest ol Hawthorne Heights to a large crowd at

MATT RIOENOUR accompanies lead vocalist JT Woodruff during a song. Ridenour played both bass and keyboard during the

Howard's OubH.

acoustic performance.
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The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Summer & Fall
2012 Staffs
REPORTERS
SPORTS
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SPRING
Signing Special
Bring in this ad and receive
$10 off monthly rental rate on a
new 1 year or 9 month lease I
*l( signed by April 17th

Other Locations
•UMMUMM
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NOW RENTING

Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts.
Birchwood (small pelellowed)
Bedroom & Efficiency, House*
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YOUR NEWSPAPER
& MULTIMEDIA
INFORMATION SOURCE
SHARE YOUR
INSIGHT
CREATIVITY
IDEAS
OPINIONS

with the Campus

OPINION

COLUMNISTS

SOCIAL

MEDIA

PHOTOGRAPHERS
MULTI-MEDIA
GRAPH IC
COPY

ASSISTANTS

DESIGNERS
EDITORS

Applications are available thru April 30
in 210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 9.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com

CLASSIFIEDS

lOjflfadnwday. April 4 & Thursday. April 5.2012

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Ring sequence
Reason lor striking out
Divert
White House foreign policy
9P
5 Certain migratory pattern
6 Jump
7 Brace with a 90-degree bend
8 Krakowski of "30 Rock"
9 Southwest add-on
10 Really drawn-out
35 His watch signals
11 Durm and Ephron ol
Superman
Hollywood
40 Whoppers
12 Lemming predator
43 Mobile home?
13 Trousseau trunk
46 Lack of similarity,
14 Reigns
Informally
22 _ Miguel, largest of 48 Holly follower?
the Azores
50 "War with the Newts"
24 "Well said!"
sci-fl novelist, 1936
25 PC peripheral
52 Old Dodges with
26 Hitchcock title kleptofront-wheel drive
maniac
53 "Swell!"
28 'B.J and the Bear'
55 Trim
star Greg
56 Key of Liszt's Piano
29 Goliath, for one
Concerto No. 2
31 Become extinct
58 Romance novelist
32 Typically
Elinor
33 London street known 61 Circus safeguard
lor high-end haber62 Quarantine advisory
dasheries
org.
63 Speech balloon cry of
dismay

ACROSS

Help Wanted
Cleaning and misc help needed
lor tirst hall ol May
Call 419-353-0325

BG

NEWS

COLLEGE PRO is now hiring
painters all across the state to
work outdoors w/other students
Earn $3k-5k. Advancement
opportunities + internships.
Call 1-888-277-9787 or
www.collegepro com

i 111

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
accept ■dvertlwmciiu thai discriminate, or encourage discrimination
again*! any Individual or group on
the basis of race, sex color creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability status as a veteran,
or on the basi* of any other legally
protected Matus

Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring FT 8 PT care givers lor
days. eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net
MIKE'S PARTY MART
A popular, fun, Irlendfy, family
owned business in BG has 1
part-lime sales clerk position
avail 12-20 hrs.Avk Must be
neat, honest, dependable and
Iriendly & be avail days, afternoons and occasional evenings.
Apply Wed 4/11 & Thurs. 4/12,
8am-5pm at 834 S Main, BG.

The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such at those found
to be defamatory lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false In nature. All
advertisement* are subject to editing
and approval

Services Offered

Help Wanted

PLAY SPORTSI HAVE FUNI
SAVE MONEYI
Maine camp need* fun loving
counselors to teach all land,
adventure, & water sports.
Call 888-844-8080 or
apply at: campcedar.com

'Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers Flex, hrs, only
15-20 minutes from BG. 90% ol
past servers are from BGSUI
Apply in person at:
465 W. Dussel Dr., Maumee, OH.

Spanish tutor needed for 1 st
grade student in our Perrysburg
home Looking for dynamic and
fun tutor for our active learner.
Early childhood education preferred, reliable transportation req.
bethweatstamps@yahoo.com

Bartending Workshops at BQSU
Great skill lor summer Jobs!
For more info 567-220-6132

(419)893-2290
Child care needed In our
non-smoking Perrysburg home.
Flex schedule, reliable transp &
rel. required. Must like pets
betfiweststamps@yahoo.com

Student nanny needed, June-Aug
for a fun family In Perrysburg.
25-30 hrsAvk, no weekends/eves.
Email contact Info & exp. to:
mkmandly@gmail.com

1 Fictional Bagne of Toulon prisoner
12 "How relaxing!"
15 Military sanction
16 Friend of Piglet
17 The Hulk, untransformed
18 Double-chevron wearer: Abbr,
19 Universal signal since 1908
20 Ultravox frontman Midge _
21 Held up
23 Office orders
26 Tessellated artwork
27 Native Amencan in Connecticut
30 Dylan contemporary
31 Gave a shot, say
34 Spica s constellation
36 Sprinkling
37 Lacking a point
38 First name in spy fiction
39 2010 Literature Nobelist Mario
Vargas _
41 Ga. airport that serves Hilton
Head Island

Help Wanted
Now hiring bartenders 8 security,
no experience necessary.
Submit inquiries: into@clazel net

1 A 2 Bedroom Apartments
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www.varsltysquareapts. com
1 BR apts, near campus,
Avail Fall 2012, S475/mo, utJIs incl
Call 419-352-5882
2 BR, 1 bath, upper duplex,
W/D, large unit w/deck, $550/mo
Avail Aug, call 419-266-5538.
2012-13 SY Leases
2 upper apts In house w/ shared
bath, $275/mo & $350/mo.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info!
227 N. Prospect St, C/A, pets OK,
between downtown and campus,
1 BR • S400/mo. or
5BR - $1200/mo. avail July 2012.

Call 419-308-2676.
www.bgtoledorent.com
2BR apts, W/D, close to
campus & downtown, very nlcel
Available In August, $610/mo.
121 E. Court St. 419-352-0300.
28R turn, apt, tree cable/interne!
S51 o/mo Incl. heat, water & gas
Call 419-494-8208
2BR house - nice! Near campus,
Avail Fall, $750/mo
Call 419-352-5882.
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SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main 1419-354-1559
16 beds. 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

993 S. Main 1419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booth! • appt. available

Afe<o CjHstorwtts

9-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth • no appt. needed

TannlngCenterBG.com
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"houses & apts almost full 12-13.
321 E. Merry, 5/6 BR, 6 allowed
300 block Merry 1S2br apts-$450
Avail 1 sem or summer only lease
Also very close apts, rms & etlic.
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325
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For Rent

3 BR house lor rent, includes
W/D, very close to campus,
avail now! Call 419-731-3800

For Rent

For Rent

For R«nt

3BR apt, near campus/downtown.
Avail Fall. S800/mo, utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882.

Large 4 BR house, 149 Prospect.
W/D hook up, close to campus.
avail. Aug 1st. $1100/mo-Hjt>ls.

Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester & yearly
leases, starting at $425, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WIFI,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

3BR house, 2 baths, Irg kitchen,
A/C. W/D hookup, S795/mo.
Avail May, call 419-266-5538
4BR houses. 2 car garage,
W/D, AC, lyr lease,
avail Mayor Aug, $l200/mo.
949 Scott Hamilton, 138 Williams
Call or text 419-654-9512.
5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1150/mo.
Avail Aug 2012 - year lease
Call 354-2731 or 352-1584.
Avail Aug 2012. close to campus.
2BR house, $750/mo + utlls,
3BR apt, $550/mo + utlls,
2BR apt, $325/mo + utlls.
Call 419-308-2458 lor more Info.

Call 419-353-1556
Large house, newly remodeledl
3 bths, 2 fireplaces, hot tub, 50"
plasma TV. Call 419-494-8208
Lrg, nice 3BR, 943 N. Prospect,
W/D. attached garage, 3 student
max occup, $650/mo -futlls.
Avail May, call 419-601-0781.
May-12 month leases
230 N. Enterprise -1br - $375/mo.
322 E Court - 1br - $465/w utlls.
845 Third St - 3br - $870/mo.
August -12 month leases
322 E. Court -1br- $440 w/utlls.
415 E Court - 1br - $330/mo.
www.BGApar1ments.com
419-352-8917

419-352-8917

May ral96 faflucegi Space llmitedl
SUMMER LEASES AVAILABLEI
2 & 3 BR apts & townhouses,
leases for May & August,
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456.
wwwrutterdudleyrentals.com

HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
Now leasing for 2012-2013 s.y
1 & 2 BR apts, S375-S650/mo
Call 419-3546036 for more info!

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU.
Uhaul available
ShamrockBG.com, 419-354-0070

BG Apts - 818 S 822 2nd St,
2BR apts available May/August,
$490-$500/mo -utils 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com

******"*"*"

THREE BEDROOM HOUSES
available August 2012:
Some pet Iriendly,
Lease req, Excellent Condition!
812 Third Street - $800/mo,
131 Church Street - $7507mo,
606 Fifth Street - $750/mo.
For more Info call 419-308-2458.

Special Notice!

Bartending, up to $300/day.
No exp. needed, training crss.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.

Something different every night at
Grumpy Dave's Pub!
Mondays - play EUCHRE
Tuesday-Professional Comedians
Wednesdays - Hump Day Revue
Thursdays - Open Mic
Fridays - Happy Hours 4-9pm
Bands at 10pm
Saturdays - KARAOKE all night!
www.grumpydavespub.com

Check out our website

•Carports
.Air Conditioning
.Dishwashers
.Garbage Dispos"19

enjoy the
ompetitive
arking on
ampus."

42 Prefix with
-loquent
44 Highest score possible with a
single dart
45 Keen
47 Missed payment result
49 Louisiana license plate image
51 Baseball Hall of Famer Cap
54 Easy to erect
55 Crony
57 Memory unit, briefly
59 Labynnth location
60 The Bridge ol the Americas
locale
64 Gone by
65 Yellow Bnck Road terminus
66 Remote abbr.
67 "Charlie's Angels" actress

www.jiieccabg.com
See us on Facebook

.On the Shuttle Boui

Management Inc.

1045 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH
419.353.5800

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)—
No parking spots?
Let us drive you.
> FREE Resident Shuttle
> FREE High Speed Internet

> Air Conditioning

> FREE Basic Cable

> 24 Hr Maintenance

> FREE DVD Library

> 3 Laundromats

> FREE Water & Trash

> 2 Swimming Pools

> FREE Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking)

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

[ROP TERRACE

^POINTMENT NEBDED

Ti

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Sine* 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

1 II I I

i nm

UT TERRACE

:NapoleanRcl. 419.352.9135
w.winthropterrecexorn

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"With help from John
Newlove Real Estate,
I found the perfect
place. It had everything
I needed and it fit my
budget too."
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419.354.2260 | www.johnrvewloverecilestate.com

